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the main themes of the collection are the african-
american presence in the south and the tragic life of
two enslaved black women, thomas and beulah, who
live in the south in the 19th century. thomas is the
daughter of a white plantation owner, beulah the
slave of a white neighbor. at an early age, both
women are sold to different masters. but although the
two are separated, beulah never loses the knowledge
of her origins, and thomas for a long time does not
understand what happened to her mother. as a child,
thomas is very attached to her mother and whenever
they meet, they do not really say anything to each
other. beulah is well aware of the difference in status
between the two women. one of the most important
moments in the collection is when beulah and her new
master, sarah, discuss the future of their relationship.
beulah does not know what she will be doing for the
rest of her life, while sarah does know that she will be
a slave until the end of her days. sarah is a free
woman, while beulah has no freedom. in a sense,
these two women are two halves of one whole. they
are set in a world in which they have no freedom and
yet they are not slaves. the real tragedy of beulah is
that she knows what will happen to her and her child,
but is powerless to prevent it. thomas, on the other
hand, knows only that her mother is dead, and that
she is alone. the title of the book plays on words.
thomas and beulah are given names by their new
owners and the poet pretends to be both of them.
thomas is a name that has been associated with the
slave trade. beulah is a name associated with a
maternal figure and a person of wisdom. for thomas,
the names have a double meaning. they both signify a
person enslaved, and they also serve as names for the
two women as they come to understand their
situation. yet the names also have a double meaning,
for beulah is the name of the gardener's daughter,
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and thomas is the name of beulah's daughter, also a
slave.
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